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From the editor, from the board, includes invitation to celebration of 50th
Anniversary of Study Group

4-6

Labels for Charity shows various labels issued to support Anti-tuberculosis and
Anti-hunger campaigns in China

7-8

Values on Chinese stamps traces the vanishing of use of Chinese numerals to
indicate the value of stamps in the PRC and Taiwan (first part is translated from
China Philately September 1993)

9-10

A few Qiao Pi letters are shown; three of those transfer money from China to
Birma, which is unusual as mostly money is transferred to China through this
traditional banking system of the Chinese abroad.

10-12

The Carp; a long life for the China Study group explains how the carp was
choisen as the logo for the Study Group and how the calligraphy on the cover of the
Bulletin evolved over the years
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The Letterbox chop shown on the 1920 letter is a rare example of a chop of this
type without indication of the town name
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Peace dove on Chinese stamps is a translation from China Philately (Jan. 1994)
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The New Silk Route explores the ‘Belt and Road Initiative’ which is an important
part of the Chinese international (economic) policy since 2013
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Chinese Customs Post in Seoul discusses the background to the presence of a
Chinese office in Korea and shows a newly found second type of the cancel used
there. This type was in use in 1897-98.
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Bamboo on Chinese stamps is translated from China Philately (September 1993)
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New issues Hong Kong post
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New issues Taiwan (ROC)
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Commemorative sheetlet highlighting Teachers Day
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